Abstract. In this paper we give a compactness criterion for -almost periodic functions. Some properties of these functions are shown.
Preliminaries
We first recall the basic notations related to Steklov functions and C^ -almost periodic functions.
For a given positive number h and for a function / : R -> R which is locally integrable, put -u+h Sf(h){u) = -5 f(s)ds, ue R.
u-h.
Then Sf(h) is called the Steklov function for /. Let C(R) be the set of functions from R into itself with n-th continuous derivative.
It is easily seen that if / € C(")(R), then S f (h) e C( n+1 )(R). Let us put for / e C( n )(R) £> (n) (/) = sup (|/(i)| + ¿ |/ W Wl)-
We say that an / € C( n )(R) is C^-bounded iff D (n) (/) < oo. Let fh{x) = f(x + h). We say that / is a -continuous function iff lim h _ 0 £> (n) (/ -f h ) = 0. A sequence (/*) in CW(R) will be called D(") -convergent to f iff lim*;-^ D^n\f -fk) = 0.
A set A C R is called relatively dense iff there exists a positive number I such that in every open interval (a, a + I), a G R, there is at least one element of the set A. A number r G R is called a almost period ((D (n) , e)-a.p.) of a function / € C< n '(R) iff £> (n) (/ -fT) < e, for e > 0. Let /} denote the set of (£><"), e)-a.periods of /. A function / 6 C( n )(R) is called C (n) -almost periodic (C (n) -a.p.) iff for each e > 0 the set /} is relatively dense. By we denote the set of C^-a.p. functions. Basic properties and examples of C^-a.p. functions may be found in [1] .
More properties of C^-a.p. functions
In this section we prove some theorems on -a.periodicity of functions and we give an example of a C^-bounded and a cw -continuous function which is not C^-a. 
Proof, (i) Let / € C( n >. Then for any t G R and for r G + /} with h > 0 we have Thus we obtain
(ii) For each t € R we have
,n. Since / is C^-continuous, so for an arbitrary e > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that £> (n) (/ -fs) < e for s e R with |s| < <5. Thus for all t € R and h > 0 such that Isl < h < 6 we obtain Proof. For each t 6 R we denote
Let us observe that Gm € C( n \ because F e C^ (see [1] , Th.3). We have 
_ Gr) < sup | f(g(t)) -f(gT(t))\ + sup |/'(5(i))| sup \g'(t) -g'T(t)\ teR teR teR + sup|5;(i)|sup|/'(5(i)) -f'(gr(t))\ < e. teR teR
Consequently, ^{AJS} C E^{e-G}, i.e. fog g C^fR) is a C^-a.p. function.
• EXAMPLE. The function arctg on R is C^-bounded and C^-continuous. However, this function is not C^-a.p.
Completeness
We denote £C (n) (R) = {/ 6 C (n) (R) : D {n \f) < oo}.
We know that C(") £ BC^R) and the space (BC^(R)tp^) is metric with respect to the metric p^, where
Remark 2. Clearly, the metric space (_BC (Tl )(M),p (n) ) is complete. Using Theorem 5 in [1] we obtain that the metric space is complete. Moreover, the space (SC^M),//">), where
is a complete metric space, as well (see [1] , Th. 1).
Conditional C( n )-compactness
We say that a family A £ is conditionally C^-compact iff the set A is conditionally compact with respect to the metric p^ in (BC^'(R),/)' n '), i.e. every sequence in A includes a Cauchy subsequence. Proof. Necessity. We assume that A is a conditionally C^^-compact set. In the same way as in [3] , p. 217, by the Hausdorff Theorem, there exists a finite (e/(n + 3))-net fi, f2,...,fieA for the set A. Hence for every function / € A there exists a k G {1,2,..., /} such that (1) 
n + o
We shall construct a finite (e(n+l)/(n + 3))-net for the family Ah of Steklov functions. Namely, for each but fixed h > 0 we have 
+ 0
Thus for an arbitrary e > 0 there exists an ho > 0 such that, according to (1) and (3), we conclude p( n \f, Sf{h0)) < e for every / 6 A. Sufficiency. Assume that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Let e > 0. Then, by the condition (ii), there exists an h = h(e) > 0 such that (4) P {n) (f,Sf(h))< £ -for every fe A.
Analogously to the proof in [3] , for this h > 0 we construct the set Ah which, according to (i), is conditionally C^n^-compact. By the Hausdorff Theorem, there exist functions 
C<"> -normal functions
In this section we characterize C^-a.p. functions in the class BC( n \M.). A function / 6 BC^ (R) is called C<"> -normal iff the family of functions fx = {fh • h G IR} is conditionally C^n^-compact.
We prove some properties of C^"^-normal functions.
THEOREM 3. A function f e is C^-a.p. if and only if f is a CM -normal function.
Proof. Necessity. Let / <E C( n ). We have fT £ BC (n) (K) and the metric space is complete. Thus, according to the Hausdorff Theorem, we only need to construct a finite e-net for the family fa with respect to the metric Namely, we know that / is a -continuous function (see [1] , Th. 2). Thus for an arbitrary e > 0 there exists a 8 = 8{e) > 0 such that £>(")(/ -fh) < e/2 for every heR with \h\ < 6. Analogously as in [4] , let I = 1(e) > 6 be a number which characterizes the relative density of the set E^{E/ ( (ii) Let f,g e 5C( n )(K) be C( n )-normal. Since fg = l/4((/ + g) 2 -(/ -g) 2 ) and there holds the statement (i), we only need to show that / 2 is -normal whenever / is. Clearly, f 2 £ Moreover, by the Hausdorff Theorem, for an arbitrary e > 0 there exists a finite (e/ (2M(2 n+1 -1)) 
